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On Making decisions in life
The decision-making process essentially involves choosing the best among the various alternatives that might be
available.
In a business organization
like our, decisions are made
at all levels, right from the
man at the top to down to the
first-line supervisor.
However, in any organization, various alternatives are
generally known and the process is formalized.
It becomes obvious that
information is essential to arrive at any right decision e.g.
if you want to go to Mumbai
from Ahmedabad, there are
various alternatives modes of
travel - flight, bus, car, train
etc . Which differ in the cost
incurred, time taken and also
in the degree of comfort they
provide you.
You can choose to go any
one way. Either choose the
mode of travel you've always
used, i.e. choose by tradition;
or pick any one way, without
considering alternatives i.e. by
random selection.
But there's another way of
making this decision; you reason out that since you much
reach Mumbai in comfort,
without spending too much
money, and would also like to

use the time to catch up with
your reading, you can logically
decide to go by a luxury bus.
This is, in a nutshell, the basis of decision making.
Tradition chooses one way
and is bling to all other ways.
You do what you have always
done in a given situation and
don't even consider the options. Random selection gives
equal weightage to all the
possible ways. This means you
think of all options and then
pick any one of them. Analysis considers the advantages
and the disadvantages of the
various possibilities and selects the best.
Today, just making a decision is not enough. It has to
be followed up by action and
implementation.
And this brings us to another art associated with decision-making; how to make
the decision acceptable to
those who are responsible for
implementing it.
Charisma is one way of
making the decisions acceptable. A leader with charisma
can make his followers suspend their judgement in favour of his judgement. However, such charismatic ability
is rare and cannot be easily
cultivated.

Parineeti and Ayushmann come to Saumya's
rescue in Shakti…Astitva Ke Ehsaas Kii

COLORS' social drama,
Shakti…Astitva Ke Ehsaas Kii
has established itself as a
frontrunner on Indian television through its broadminded
concept and compelling performances. Celebrations for
the show's success were amplified when the show's cast
recently shot with the leads
of the upcoming movie Meri
Pyaari Bindu, Parineeti Chopra
and Ayushmann Khurrana for
a special integration.
Over the past few weeks
viewers have witnessed
Saumya (Rubina Dilaik) and
Harman (Vivian Dsena) adopting a child who they've named
Aditya. Harman's decision of
making Aditya an heir to his
legacy didn't bode well with
his parents Preeto (Kamya

Punjabi) and Harakh (Sudesh
Berry), who asked him to
leave their house with Saumya
and Aditya.
In the upcoming episodes,
Harman's struggles to provide
for Saumya and Aditya see
him set out on a job hunt.
Saumya, on the other hand,
will grow anxious about his
wellbeing and go looking for
him. Saumya's search will be
interrupted when a couple of
goons start to harass her. But
Parineeti Chopra and
Ayushmann Khurrana come to
her rescue. Much like his character in Meri Pyaari Bindu,
Ayushmaan will find inspiration in Saumya and Harman's
unusual love story as Parineeti
also contributes with tales of
her own. (19-1)
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HANG THE RAPISTS
Not a single day passes without a report on Rape Incident. According to the law, rape of a woman carries a
punishment which varies from seven years in jail or life
imprisonment while for Police and other officials the proposed punishment is 10 years plus a fine. Under section
498 A (IPC) both physical and mental cruelty are punishable crimes but the authorities do not take action. According to the Government’s statistics twenty five rapes
are committed in the country everyday but the unofficial
record is in very large number. Rape is a sexual as well as
cultural attack which has become a great social problem
today. The negative social attitude towards the victims of
such cases creates serious psychological problems and
people look down upon a victim of rape, whereas a woman
who has gone through such a traumatic experience needs
social and emotional support. Moreover the rape victim
has to undergo a process which is not pleasant for her in
life. Thinking of our society has to be changed as there
are many instances where the society advises the rape
victim to forget the matter inspite of spending expenses
in filing case. Law must demonstrate that it will come
down with a heavy hand on offenders.
The Government, as far as the women/s problems
are concerned has shown an insensitive attitude. There
are many rape cases which have become the headlines of
the leading newspapers but the timely actions are not
taken. One should see that by giving a deterrent punishment to the rapist the evil of rape would not be solved.
Once it is proved that the person is guilty of rape he should
be hanged and the women for their self-defence should
learn the art of Karate, Judo and if not atleast they should
keep a chilly powder in order to escape from the rapist.
Vinod C. Dixit – Ahmedabad

Another way to make the
decision acceptable is to get
the implementers involved in
the decision-making process.
There are basically three
stages of such an involvement. The first is to talk with
them about the decision and

seek information. The second
is to seek their suggestions or
advice. The third is to get
them to evolve the decision.
Involvement becomes increasingly greater as we move
from the first to the third
stage.
There are situations,
where the subordinates are
not ready to accept the responsibility involved in the
decision-making. In such
cases, the participation procedure becomes a waste of
time. However, it is possible
to develop them stage by
stage so that they learn to
trust in the boss and gain confidence in themselves to embark on participative e decision-making.
Involving people progressively in decision-making is
also an art and a vital one for
the success of the decision.

India unanimously elected to head
UN-Habitat, the United Nations’
Human Settlements Programme
India has been unanimously elected as the President of the UN-Habitat, an
organ of the United Nations’
Organisation (UNO) that promotes socially and environmentally sustainable human
settlements across the world,
after 10 years. UN-Habitat
reports to the United Nations
General Assembly.
Further to today’s election, Minister of Housing &
Urban Poverty Alleviation Shri
M.Venkaiah Naidu will chair the
four day meeting of the 58
member Governing Council of
UN-Habitat in Nairobi, Kenya
from today. Shri Naidu will preside over the deliberations of
the Governing Council of UNHabitat for the next two years.
Since the UN-Habitat came into
being in 1978, It is only the
third time that India has been
elected to lead this important
organization after 2007 and
1988.
As an inter-governmental
policy making and decision
making body, the Governing
Council of UN-Habitat seeks to
promote integral and comprehensive approach to human
settlements, assist the countries
and regions in addressing human settlement problems and
strengthen cooperation among
all countries on human settlement issue.
The theme of the 26th
Meeting of the Governing Council to be chaired by Shri
M.Venkaiah Naidu from today
is “Opportunities for effective
implementation of the New Urban Agenda” with focus on inclusive, sustainable and adequate housing for a better future and planning and financing sustainable urbanization
and integrated human settlements. The New Urban Agenda
was adopted by the world community at Quito, Ecuador last
year. Shri Venakiah Naidu will
also chair the Bureau Meeting
of the Asia-Pacific Ministers’
Conference on Housing and
Urban Development beginning
in Nairobi today. Shri Venkaiah
Naidu thanked the member
countries of the Governing
Council of UN-Habitat for repos-

ing faith in India and electing
as the President of the Governing Council for the next two
years. Addressing the Governing Council of UN-Habitat, Shri
Naidu has stressed on the need
to reorient urban planning and
execution strategies to ensure
dignity of living and sufficient
means of living for people in the
context of rapid urbanization,
particularly, in developing countries. Shri Naidu elaborated on
the integrated, inclusive and
sustainable urban development
model of India through various
new missions like Atal Mission
for Rejuvenation and Urban
Transformation (AMRUT),
Smart City Mission, Swachh
Bharat Mission and Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana.

PM addresses
Centenary Celebrations of Bharat
Sevashram Sangha
The Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi, today addressed the Centenary Celebrations
of
Bharat
Sevashram Sangha through
video conference. The event
is being organized at Shillong.
Welcoming the Prime Minister on the occasion, the
General Secretary of Bharat
Sevashram Sangha, Sreemat
Swami Biswatmananda ji
Maharaj, spoke of the glorious spiritual and service traditions of India.
Addressing the gathering,
the Prime Minister recalled
the time that he had worked
with the Bharat Sevashram
Sangha in Gujarat. He conveyed his best wishes on the
occasion to the Bharat
Sevashram Sangha, which he
said, combined the virtues of
service (seva) and labour
(shram).
He said the work of the
organization in the NorthEast, and during the time of
disasters, has been especially
praiseworthy.
The Prime Minister explained the significance of
serving the poor and the
needy, as described in the
scriptures.
He
said
Swami
Pranavananda, the founder of
Bharat Sevashram Sangha,
had spoken of social justice
a century ago, and established the Sangh for this purpose.
The Prime Minister said a
myth has been sought to be
created in recent times that
“service” and “spirituality” are
two different things. He said
the Bharat Sevashram
Sangha has been able to dispel this myth, through its
work.

India To Host Irf's 18th World Road Meeting
(Wrm2017) For The First Time India
Ahmadabad, About
4000 global Road safety experts, professionals, companies and Government organisations, active in road transport and mobility sectors
from various parts of the
world will take part in the
Four day 18th World Road
Meeting titled CROSSROADSWRM 2017, organised by the
International Road Federation, Geneva during Nov. 14
to 17, 2017. This global mega
event will be held for the first
time in Delhi, India.
"The WRM, which is held
every four years and hosted
by the International Road
Federation, (IRF) since last
60 years, offers the road engineering and safety experts,
transport experts from automotive sector, experts from
Intelligent Transport Systems
sector and companies engaged in manufacture of road
safety products from across
the globe, to come together,
meet and discuss issues relevant to road infrastructure
and mobility and to exhibit

and showcase their products." Said Mr K K Kapila,
chairman, International Road
Federation (IRF), a global
body working worldwide for
safer roads and safer mobility.
"The International Road
Federation's (IRF) Crossroads-WRM is the global platform to facilitate the crosspollination of ideas among
pioneers, businesses and organizations. By connecting
high-tech companies, leading
experts in the field and governments, we can make mobility a positive reality for everyone. The WRM includes a
Conference and an Exhibition,
a Young Professional Lab and
an Innovation Café and provides an outlet for sharing
cutting-edge research, best
practices, and experiences,
from across the world, and is
intended to be a premier
knowledge event for discussing important issues facing
the road, transport and mobility sectors." Said Mr
Kapila.(1-7)

